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1. Introduction

From 1995, i.e. from re-organisation of Czech Radiation Protection, 49 events of the suspected loss of
control over sources during transport or dismantling or as suspected theft or violent intrusion to work-
places maintaining such sources were reported. The suspicion was confirmed in 25 events, these, how-
ever, were not very significant from the radiation protection point of view. 24 events were evaluated as
unsubstantiated reports, caused by various factors such as wrong measurements of exported metal
scrap or the other transported material, measuring instrument malfunction, finding of insignificant ra-
diation sources, and wrong recording.

At beginning of March 1996 a wagon with steel scrap going for melting from Czech Republic to Italy
had been returned back as strong contaminated material. Based on integral dose rate (dose rate
650 mGy/h in front of the wagon was measured) and spectrometric measurements and evaluation these
data inspectors of SONS could conclude that in incriminated wagon an unshielded cobalt-60 source
(1.6 TBq, or 43.5 Ci, at the time) was detected.

2. Chronology

Notification

28.2.1996 An unofficial notice to State Office for Nuclear Safety (SONS) from media monitoring
department of US embassy in Prague concerning the Italian news reporting the wagon
with scrap from the Czech Republic investigated at Vicenza steel works for the presence
of strong source of ionizing radiation

29.2.1996 Private company C exporting scrap to Italy reports to SONS the information from
Vicenza steel works on the situation. The information is not clear and reports no exact
values concerning the radiation situation. The wagon was checked by simple dose rate
meter at the premises of company C by one of the employees before departure to Italy and
no source of radiation was found. Further enquiry at C premises found no possible source
of contamination.

1.3.1996 Company C provides to SONS written complaint form Vicenza steel works stating that
the scrap load, which left the Czech Republic on 15 Feb. 1996 through check point Horni
Dvof iste-Summerau, is contaminated. The results of measurement carried out by Italian
authorities report the dose rate at the distance 0.2 m from the wall of the wagon to be 380
mGy/h, the source of contamination was identified as cobalt-60. The wagon is isolated
on the side track under strong supervision with no access of public.

Private company A reports to SONS the lost cobalt-60 source with actual activity of 1850
GBq. The source was a part of an irradiation facility used for sterilization of food, since
1980 it was not used but only stored at the premises of former state research institute and
after privatization of this institute it passed into company A ownership. Company A re-
ports that the source in the lead storage container was probably stolen. Company A is not
able to specify the time of the suspected theft.

Decision of Italian authorities to return the wagon back to the Czech Republic
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Evaluation of situation, planning for intervention

4.3.1996 The wagon arrives at Horni Dvofi§te check point, it is put to the side track and guarded by
the Civil Defence emergency unit to prevent accidental access of public. The first do-
simetric survey confirms the results of Italian authorities. The maximum dose rate at the
distance of 0.2 m from the side of wagon - 650 mGy/h indicates the probability that in-
side the wagon is lost source belonging to company A.

5.-7.3. 1996 SONS together with NRPI, local authority, police and civil defence prepares the plan for
the safe liquidation of the incident. The process slightly suffers from not completely clear
legislative responsibilities of individual authorities.
Detailed dosimetric survey is carried out by NRPI. The presence of cobalt-60 is con-
firmed by spectrometric measurement in-situ.

Intervention

8.3.1996 Since the source is to be localized in 40 tons of scrap a technical support for careful un-
loading the wagon which can not be provided directly at the check point, SONS decides
that wagon will be transported to better equipped premises about 20 km from the check
point. The transport is carried out under the dosimetric control provided by NRPI.
At the chosen premises the scrap is gradually unloaded using the derrick for about
2 hours. Continuous dosimetric control is provided by NRPI. Companies A and C provide
technical assistance during the process. The unshielded source is found and moved to
empty space in another wagon. A remote video is used for exact localization of the
source. From the video it is confirmed that the source is part of the irradiation facility. No
container is found in the wagon. SONS asks company I providing services in transport
and liquidation of big radionuclide sources to assist the liquidation and bring from Prague
container suitable for safe transport of found source. The plan is worked out for quick
removing the source from the empty wagon to container. All three components of practi-
cal radiation protection i.e. time, distance and shielding are used.
About midnight, i.e. after more than 12 hours after the start of unloading the scrap, the
action is completed, source is safely in the container and under the police and SONS su-
pervision transported to Prague for definite identification and temporary storage in spe-
cialized premises of company I before it will disposed of in radwaste storage.

Dosimetric control was carried out during the intervention using :
• portable dose rate meters for high dose rates some of them with telescope holders
• semiconductor detector for radionuclide identification
• personal electronic dosemeters with alarms (most exposed liquidators and dosimetrists)
• film badges for legal dosimetry (all liquidators)

For people not equipped by personal dosemeter the time schedule of their possible stay nearby the
wagon with the source was reconstructed and the dose was assessed from the dose rate measurements
in the vicinity of the wagon. No one is supposed to obtain dose equivalent higher than 1 mSv.

3. Conclusions
• obvious unprecedented in the Czech Republic violation of safety culture in radiation protection
• proven legal responsibility of companies A and C
• localization of unshielded source of small dimensions in 40 tons of scrap was extremely compli-

cated
• need for specialized dosimetric equipment and electronic personal dosemeters
• no serious radiological consequences proven by thorough investigation
• problems with appropriate legislation for mitigation of such situations
• lack of emergency procedures for such a case
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